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Project Background
Cashman Park is located near Langmuir Crescent and Humbercrest Boulevard. In 2019, the
playground structure was removed due to safety concerns regarding the equipment’s
deteriorating condition. A swing set and spring toy are the only equipment currently in the park’s
playground.
As the playground is located on a hill, replacing the playground equipment in its previous
location presents some design and accessibility challenges. One of these challenges is the
requirement to include an accessible pathway to an updated playground. To accommodate an
accessible pathway to the previous playground location, significant site removals, grading and
retaining for a paved switchback pathway would be required. This would leave very little space
on the park site for playground equipment.
Given these constraints, the City is recommending improvements focused along the lower edge
of the park as an alternative park improvement that does not include a playground. Before any
designs are developed or presented, the City is consulting with community members to
determine what the best path forward is, balancing the desires of community members and the
project and site constraints.

Survey Objectives
From August 20 to September 13, the City conducted an online survey to gain feedback from
community members to inform the future improvement to Cashman Park. Survey participants
were given the opportunity to share how they currently use the park, and how they would like to
see the park improve in the future.
In total, the survey received 193 responses. Some surveys represent the views of multiple
respondents with 443 people participating in the online survey overall. Of those participants, 69
were under 5 years old, 79 were 6 to 12 years old, and 39 were 13 to 18 years old.
The feedback that received will inform the improvements to Cashman Park.

Other Sources of Community Feedback
A do-it-yourself workshop kit was available for download from the project webpage for the same
duration as the online survey (August 20 to September 13). The kit provided a family-friendly
and hands-on alternative to provide input into the Cashman Park Improvements. No workshop
responses were received.
Community members could also email feedback into the senior project coordinator directly. The
emails received regarding Cashman Park are included in Appendix C.
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Notification
The online survey was promoted through the following channels:





Facebook and twitter advertisements targeting area residents.
A project webpage.
Park signage.
Postcards to nearby area residents.

Survey Highlights and Key Takeaways
Key Feedback Highlights – Current Uses










193 survey responses. Some surveys represent the views of multiple respondents with
443 people participating in the online survey overall. Of those participants:
o 69 were under 5 years old
o 79 were 6 to 12 years old
o 39 were 13 to 18 years old
o 33 were 19 to 30 years old
o 204 were 31 to 65 years old
o 19 were over 65 years old
48% of survey respondents visit the part once a week or more; 21% visit a few times a
month; 27% visit less than once a month; and, 5% have never visited Cashman Park.
84% of survey respondents usually visit the park with family members or partners; 17%
visit with pets; 12% visit with friends; 11% visit alone; 5% have never visited the park;
and, 1% visit with school.
91% of respondents usually walk to the park; 12% bike; 4% use a personal vehicle; 2%
use a mobility device or stroller; 1% use public transportation; and, 1% skateboard.
37% of respondents usually stay at Cashman Park for 30-60 minutes; 37% stay for 10
to 20 minutes; 16% stay for less than 10 minutes (just passing through); 6% stay for over
1 hour; and, 4% have never visited Cashman Park.
64% of survey respondents like to play on the playground equipment when they are at
the park; 49% like to sit on benches; 28% like to sit on the grass; 28% like to spend time
with others; 22% like to enjoy and observe the plants; 21% like to walk a pet; 17% like to
picnic, eat, or drink; 5% like to attend a community event; 4% have never visited
Cashman Park; and, 6% selected "other".
o Other responses included working out, smoking, using the garbage cans, cleaning
graffiti, and reading the plaque dedicated to Chief Larry Sault of the Mississaugas
of the New Credit Nation and the planting of the oak tree.

Key Feedback Highlights – Desired Improvements
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When asked what small-scale improvements at Cashman Park should focus on, 169
responses were collected:
o 25% of respondents selected planting more flowers and shrubs
o 24% selected providing more benches
o 13% selected providing more group seating options (e.g. picnic tables)
o 10% selected planting more trees

o



27% selected other, with 28 respondents requesting a playground or play
equipment.
 Additional suggestions for improvements provided by three or fewer
survey respondents include: workout equipment; a path up the hill;
greater recognition of the Indigenous presence on and history of the land;
a splash pad; an area for skateboarding or rollerblading; a dog park; a
shade structure; a mural; and, fencing to prevent toys from rolling down
the hill.
When asked for additional suggestions for Cashman Park improvements, 97 responses
were collected:
o 30% suggested adding a playground or play structures to the park, though not
necessarily meeting accessibility standards; 8% suggested adding a path to the
top of the hill; 7% suggested more plantings; and, 7% suggested more seating.
o Other suggestions included: a splash pad, wading pool, or water feature; nonplayground activities for kids; play equipment specifically for younger kids;
exercise equipment; improved lighting; murals and public art; a dog park; historical
plaques and other recognition of the site's Indigenous history; a skate park; a
sandbox; improved landscaping; an edible garden; replacing the existing sand
with grass; Ping-Pong tables; improved maintenance; keeping the park as-is;
natural play equipment; removing all play equipment; moving the playground to
the bottom of the hill; a community posting board; a fence or shrub barrier around
the play areas to improve safety; a new water fountain; more shade; improved
safety overall; using the site for affordable housing (or selling the site to fund
affordable housing); and, fixing the incorrect park address on the park sign.

Key Feedback Highlights – Making the Park More Welcoming for All Users
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When asked how to make the park more welcoming for all users, 87 responses were
collected:
o 18% said a playground or play structures would make Cashman park welcoming
for all users, though some of these respondents said the playground did not need
to be accessible; 16% suggested adding more seating; 14% suggested adding a
pathway up the hill, though some of these respondents said the path did not need
to be accessible; and, 11% suggested additional plantings or trees, shrubs, or
flowers.
o Other suggestions included: play spaces for younger kids, additional lighting,
improved maintenance, moving park activities and structures to the bottom of the
hill, keeping the park as-is; adding other, non-playground activities like chess,
bocce, or zip lines; exercise equipment; a water fountain; more shade; improving
accessibility overall; fencing to improve safety; landscaping; murals and public art;
attractive features for all age groups; not installing any structures for people to
hide behind; making the park a relaxing destination; discouraging teens from
using the space to smoke; making the park more appealing for young families
(e.g. rather than teens); a skate park; more cohesive overall park design; and
more open space for play.

Appendix A: Quantitative Response Summary
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Appendix B: Text Responses
6. Cashman Park improvements will likely be located at the bottom of the hill in Cashman
Park, as any improvements added at the top of the hill (the location of the current
playground would require a large accessible pathway to be built so that all park users
could access the improvements. Building an accessible pathway to the top of the hill in
Cashman Park would require extensive landscaping and for a large amount of park space
to be paved. With these location challenges in mind, what would you like the small-scale
improvements at Cashman Park to focus on?
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I would be very sorry to see no playground equipment. I don’t think more needs to be planted.
Mural that kids could paint. Garden so that kids could learn how to grow plants. Butterfly garden
Put a play structure there and make amendments on regulations about the all accessibility stuff.
This is excessive and restrictive to many people.
What about an indigenous plant garden showcasing some of the plants and trees native to this
area? Restoring the original beauty of the land itself. And a shaded area for a picnic, a big garden
bench swing...these things could be used for all ages
More slides and play equipment for kids
Playground equipment
Something interactive for children
None of the above. Something for kids is preferred.
Any option for kids to work off energy
A small skate park
Play structure for kids
The kids all want the play structure back.
A new play structure and benches.
Playground equipment.
Kids Park
Playground equipment
Provide a workout area with circuit training equip such as pull up bar / etc.
Outdoor gym equipment would be great
Landscaping, benches and seating for larger groups.
Natural playground features, such as logs or large rocks for climbing.
We need a splash pad in the neighborhood.
Play equipment
A smaller swing set at the lower level to accommodate an infant swing, a regular swing and one
for kids with special needs like the one at Lessard Park. The spring ride is popular with my
grandkids and they don't take up much room. A bench or two in the shade would be welcome
Restoring the playhouse.
A paved path at the north end where the incline is not as steep, would allow wheelchair or walker
access.
Do whatever is possible to keep a playground. The neighborhood is full of children
Adding stairs to access the top of the hill even though an accessibility ramp is unlikely possible.
I think much more prominence should be given to the presence of the First nations in this area in
the form of a larger plaque which is now so small and hardly legible any more. This area is very
important as part of the Toronto Carrying Place in the early history of this area and Toronto
slide
Don't use the facilities or visit Cashman Park.
Fencing of the work in case ball or toy rolls from top onto the street and /or child following it
tumbled down.
More flowers, shrubs and benches
There are several other fully accessible parks in close proximity. This park should be built in its
current footprint with playground structures. At the very least, make this a dog park.
natural playground with big sandbox
better playground












Provide a better play are for children to want to play there and benches
Better playground
Switchback path up the hill
Better playground
There needs to be options for small children there. Couldn’t we put a walkway up to the top of the
space, on the right hand side of the park?
small Splash pad for hot weather, circular roller-skating path (paved), climbing bars
Outdoor workout equipment. Bars for pullups, dips. A hill. Sprint space would be PERFECT!
It’s a nice break spot when you walk from old mill up humbercrest
Swings, slide.
Turn Cashman into an off leash dog area

7. How can Cashman Park become more welcoming for all users?
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By constructing a skate park
I think planting more trees and flowers would make it a nice park to attend.
Landscaping
Replace the removed play structure.
Build accessible pathway so play structures at top can be enjoyed by all. Put in an exercise area many runners and walkers go past the park and might stop to use it to work out.
Most of the users are young kids in the neighborhood. We need more play structures.
Accessible for people with walkers / rollators or wheelchairs
Mask the concrete wall to obscure graffiti and eyesore - natural solution of foliage ideally
Benches at street, leave the swings up top
By adding a playground and leaving it the way it is without a path to it
Painted mural on the back wall (cinder block wall).
Stairs going up towards park.
Create a fitness area utilizing the hill with stairs etc.
improve stairs, path to top of hill
How about a splash pool or a fountain? More flowers
It should not be for all users, should be for young families
It is welcoming for its users -- it's a tiny park, meant for families of children 12 and under, parents,
grandparents... build some stone stairs and that's it if you want...
Idk
Cashman Park works best as a park for young children, their parents, and grandparents. During
those fairly infrequent times when groups of teenagers congregate there, the children and
families seem to be discouraged from using it. (This is particularly true since the legalization of
marijuana.) So, to be welcoming to the broadest set of users, I would recommend focusing on
amenities that are tailored for young children and avoiding amenities that will encourage teens to
linger for long periods of time while smoking pot.
New play structure and splash pad
Accessibility, landscaping, seating
Swing/slide, more seating area, a working water fountain, more trees, flowers.
It needs playground equipment as there are a lot of kids in the neighbourhood
more benches and play structures
see above
Events and seating
It could use some upgrades
Exercise equipment (similar to Riverdale east park)
Change of use from playground focused park to a relaxation park while retaining a smaller
playground area
Adding a drinking fountain with low and high access(adults and kids)
No need.
Natural shade (i.e. Trees)
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Ensure regular and thorough waste disposal from the bins. Add and maintain bird feeders with
squirrel, rodent and racoon barriers.
Create a paved path up for strollers or bikes.
Swing set or teeter-totter at the bottom, a more advanced climber up at the top
Create a paved pathway up the side for moms using strollers.
Trees and flowers, shrubs and good sitting areas. We are seniors.
Have another bench at the bottom of the hill for those who cannot or do not want to climb to the
top. I think you should replace the play structure that was there for the many children who are
able to access it. Lessard Park is very close and accessible for those who need access to a park.
Lessard is a much bigger and better park. I don't want to discriminate but I do feel that because
our whole area is so hilly that people with disabilities that have trouble with hills are already
excluded by the nature of where Cashman Park is.
More seating, and a path or stairs
Playground above, benches and garden below
Making it safe and welcoming to all, natural well designed spaces, without structures to hide
behind (as they used to in the old playground)
Accessibility, modern playground equipment, steps up the hill.
See above.
Terraces with seating, gardens, games like chess boards or bocce.
KEEP IT MUCH THE SAME AS IT IS
Fun things for kids to do that can’t do in their own yard
More benches
More seating.
More shaded area. Cleanliness. Fencing. Different play structures
Accessible structures at the bottom of the hill and climbing/playground structures at the top of the
hill.
I was there recently and it's a bit run down and there are a lot of ants on the hill. Landscaping and
more seating would help!
more lighting and better playground equipment (additional trees will not help as this park is very
dark)
not so shady, i.e. more light and bright plants and colors
S shaped slope - perhaps a snakes and ladders theme (like snakes and ladders park in
Richmond hill) that also has a big slope
accessible pathway with switchbacks would be nice
easier slope access
Install playground that many children can enjoy at top of hill. Place bench at base for those
unable to make it up hill. We are a friendly neighbourhood and someone will assist watching kids
at top of hill or assist those in need getting up hill. Kids can walk up the hill or be assisted by
neighbours, friends and family. There is an accessible park by the river.
I think this small piece of land should be a welcome place to stop for the neighbourhood. I support
the idea of benches and plantings to make it more attractive.
Better equipment my children don’t want to stay for very long
Easier access (deal with accessing that hill...it is a problem!)
Pathway up the hill
Fix the access (hill/slope)
Better equipment at the top and maintenance more often
Accessibility
Useful play equipment for smaller kids.
Replace the broken benches. Have more seating close to sidewalk
Benches no playground
More seating areas would be good.
I do not see any reason that Cashman is not already welcoming to anyone who might want to use
it. There is just no reason to.

8. Do you have any other suggestions for improving Cashman Park?
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Mural/something colourful on the back cement wall (or green to blend it). Install lights on
3' posts so that the park is lit, but does not unnecessarily light up the entire
neighbourhood.
Keep the space available for kids in the neighbourhood. Empty garbage cans. Don’t
build playground near the road.
Rebuild the play structure!
The neighbourhood needs a skate park. We were thinking of Cashman. Just a few
ramps and steps will do.
The community would be willing to volunteer to make a play structure.
Please please please do not remove what's left of Cashman Park. My kids love going
there and were so incredibly sad when most of the equipment was taken away. While I
recognize that you're focused on making the park accessible, there's no need to remove
what exists today.
Turn it into a garden for growing food for food banks.
Slides, swings, climbing
Even though the equipment was unsafe (and my neighbours and I often talked about it)
it was nice having a playground that was focussed on very little children (as opposed to
lessard). If there is anything that can be done to have a play space for smaller children,
it would be nice
I understand that it would be costly to make the playground accessible, but if there is any
way to make the park friendly and fun for small children it would be greatly used. The
closest park to us is Lessard Park, which is nice, but it is actually quite far from our
house and my children could not walk there alone. A small parkette with green
space/benches only would likely not be used much since many people in this area have
backyards and green space. If some small play equipment cannot be accommodated,
maybe there is a way to make a “children’s garden” or something similar. Something for
the kids at least.
Taking out the sand and making it all grass if another play structure Is not possible
I recognize it would require a community partnership, but thinking about an edible or
teaching garden on the upper hill?
Add some ping pong tables to engage the youth in activity, like at lessard park
Combination of picnic tables and benches, swing set up top
Good lighting to keep partying from happening at night. Some playground equipment for
children.
If improvements are being made to the bottom, what will happen on top? Could exercise
equipment be installed on top as at lakeshore for people to do chin ups and such? What
about a ping pong table? I spent an awful lot of time at this park when my children were
little. It has very little draw in its current state.
I wish we could have more play equipment
I live a minute away from Cashman park and I also skateboard and have many friends
around that area that also skateboard. It would be awesome for the skateboard
community to have a little skate park in the area instead of a playground as there are
many playgrounds around the area but there aren't any skate parks close to the Old Mill.
Install a path from highest part of Langmuir to top of hill would eliminate need for a
switchback, this way some equipment could be reinstalled
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Fix or replace the removed play structure. The play structure may have been getting
older but the replacement of this play structure should qualify for an exemption to the
accessibility requirements given the unique challenges the site presents. We moved to
the neighborhood knowing there was a park for our kid's right down the street and to
take it away is not fair. Our kids have been missing this park very much. As a last resort,
if there is no way around the accessibility requirements, allow the community to raise the
funds so the city is not seen funding an inaccessible park. This may be a small park but
it is part of the neighbourhood.
Because of the topography it was never accessible. Despite this it was still widely used
by children in the neighbourhood. Most Playground equipment is inherently not
universally accessible. While there should be parks that are universally accessible not all
parks can be and that is okay. What about skateboard parks and dirt trails through the
ravine?
So much of the hill is unusable as park/playground anyway, so why not use it to put in
accessible ramp and landscaping.
Play structures, play water features, for young kids and teenagers.
No
I would like the City of Toronto to either a) turn the land into a location for City developed
affordable housing, or b) sell the land to private developers with strict restrictions (i.e.
only a small number of private homes and/or townhomes could be developed, that they
must tie in with the character and size of other homes in the neighbourhood, and they
must have a specified percentage of greenery and trees on the property). For plan, b)
100% of the profits from the sale of the land would be dedicated to affordable housing
initiatives in the city.
Many children enjoyed the park as a playground. Would be nice if some form of the
equipment - swing or other could be returned - even if it’s moved for greater access.
I live in the Old Millside Neighbourhood (very close to Cashman Park). I pay very close
attention to who uses the park and for how long etc. To maintain the peaceful character
of the Old Millside Neighbourhood, I think the best use for the park is to install some new
benches and landscaping (new bushes/shrubs/flowers) and to improve the grass for
visors to play catch or throw a Frisbee. A simple and refreshing parkette with benches
and well maintained green space would be very nice. There is a large playground nearby
at Lessard Park.
Could we consider an off leash pet area at the top of the park since there are no off
leash areas in the vicinity
I think the amount of seating (two benches) and shade is fine. I think the idea of a
winding switchback trail/ramp is a good one as the landscaping makes it difficult for
many people to reach it. We miss the playground equipment.
Keep the park at the top of the hill as being too close to the road would be more of
danger for users
Stairs up to the top, improved hardscaping/landscaping, more seating, painted mural on
the back wall.
Anything for children to play on and with is a great idea
Create a water play area and climbing area with monkey bars etc.
This could be a community fitness park that will utilize the hill for stair climbing and also
provide workout stations for a circuit. I have seen similar parks in Asia and Italy.
Exercise machines, splash pad
A few more safe playground options
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More gardens - flowers, trees and shrubs. Perhaps some plants that attract butterflies
and birds.
Cashman Park does not need improvements other than replacing the playground
equipment. Put it back where it was for 50-plus years. There should be swings, a slide,
climbing bars as there were before, and a sandbox. The users, i.e. parents/grandparents
and children 12 and under, are able to get to it. Why make things worse with
unnecessary 'improvements'... People are happy with it as it was. Put more
plantings/flowers and another bench or two towards the bottom would be nice as people
can sit there and look at the flowers. Or put some inexpensive stone stairs if you want to
make it easier to get up to the top. Otherwise, no other 'improvements' are needed -just replace what was there...
Idk
YES -- please correct the address on the Cashman Park sign!!! Cashman Park's correct
address is 4 Langmuir Crescent. The current sign says 53 Humbercrest Blvd, which is
actually the address of the green area on the far side of the traffic triangle, just south of
the house at 57 Humbercrest Blvd -- the place with the staircase going up to
Humbercrest Lane. I spoke by telephone with the General Supervisor of parks in this
Ward roughly 2 years ago she then checked and confirmed that the sign was erroneous.
A parks employee came out 5 months after that to fix the address on the sign, but
decided that the sign was sufficiently bent that it should just be replaced. Another 1.5
years have gone by. Please fix it or replace it! This causes confusion for taxis, delivery
people, and visitors to the neighbourhood. You can see the correct address, 4 Langmuir
Crescent, on this Toronto city site (as well as on Google Maps):
https://www.toronto.ca/data/parks/prd/facilities/complex/1923/index.html. Thanks!
New play structure Splash pad addition.
Is it possible for the hill to be lowered a little with the improvements so maybe a swing
set or climbing structure for children to play on could be safely added? This would
attract families to use the park.
My kids really loved the play structure at Cashman Park, and I'm disappointed that it
won't be replaced, though I understand the constraints as they have been presented.
Please provide a working water fountain in the summer months. Local parks for some
reason do not have any or are not working. A water fountain is very important for
bikers/runners who are hot and need water. Also having water nearby for kids will help
promote them to drink more water rather than juice/pop.
Needs to have playground
The neighborhood needs a splash pad or wading pool.
I understand the challenges with improving the top of the park but it would be nice if a
new play structure was added where the old one used to be as there isn’t much for kids
to play with there anymore.
I appreciate being asked. It is a handy spot to take my grandkids!
I thought that Cashman Park was located on Cashman Cres. In Mount Dennis. Mount
Dennis is an ‘at risk area’ and in desperate need of family friendly investment from the
city. This park appears to be in Baby Point, a very well-to-do neighbourhood. I wish
we could have the same opportunities as out lined in this survey in my neighbourhood
Mount Dennis.
Incorporate a meandering trail in lieu of a switchback with landings per City accessibility
and incorporate resting and amenities at each landing. Incorporate public art.
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In response to the need for biodiversity, I suggest using plants/bushes native to the area
and providing some signage as to this. Children coming to play would be able to see
what grows most naturally in this area. Honour the original people of this area - consult
with the Taiaiak'on Historical Preservation Society https://taiaiakon.wordpress.com/
This is such a small space that I don't think it is worth developing with more hardscaping
and equipment. There is a much larger park with a playground nearby (Lessard Park). I
would rather see investment in Lessard. I don't think it is worthwhile to expand
Cashman. I think it would be better to just make it a small garden with a few benches.
If the top of the park will not have easy access, then it should be forested, helping to
meet the City's tree canopy goals. The lower portion feature either a pathway on which
benches can be situated, or relocated the sidewalk slightly into the park to allow a treelined boulevard between the sidewalk and road. Low pedestrian lights should line the
path, ideally. The slope is too small to do much with, and could be a forest-garden.
Ferns, wild flowers, low-maintenance, densely planted while a ground-cover alternative
to sod could be considered for the flat section at the bottom.
Small playground
A painted mural on the wall.
Maintaining a natural and entertaining activity space for young children. Provide
accessibility to park benches on lower sections.
Simple climbing structure for bigger kids. Music or interactive games for little kids.
Build a slide into the natural hill landscape. Build a challenging climber on top and an
accessible play option at the bottom. I know this option is not fully accessible for all,
however not all playground equipment are suitable for the physical needs of all children mine included. There is also a park with more flat area just 1 minute away across the
street on Humbercrest Blvd that could be used to create more accessible space.
I have lived in the neighborhood for 40 years. Taken my kids and now my grandkids to
play there. It was always a challenge with the stroller but we managed. It was always a
peaceful place for play. There are so few playgrounds in the neighborhood. Lessard
Park is too large and busy and hard to watch 2 or more kids because of its size.
20 years ago, my children enjoyed the climbing apparatus at Cashman Park every day.
The little tree house was a favourite hangout for them. Please provide a similar structure
to the High Park Castle playground but on a much smaller scale.
The grass area seems like it would be high maintenance. Simple pathways with
benches and shrubs may give lower maintenance requirements. Homes in this area
tend to have their own small child play sets.
I live right next door to Cashman parkas 6 Langmuir Crescent. Every morning out my
kitchen window I could see people in the park before previous play structure was
removed. It was so well used for such a small community park when the previous
structure was in place. I think the city should have invested in repair and paint instead of
taking the structure down. I had been on it many times and the majority of the structure
was still safe and strong for adults and kids. It just needed a floor replacement. I think a
similar structure would bring back the many neighbours from up the hill and down that
used the park. The community is changing and each house that is sold brings a new
young family. Across the street from my home there are three new families- two new
babies and 6 young children. Return this park to its former use.lt
Many grandparents take their grandchildren to this park specifically for the playground.
Elderly people cannot walk up the hills to get out of the valley to go to Lessard or
anywhere else. This needs to remain a playground
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We live very nearby the park and would appreciate if lighting the park was safe but not
overly bright for those of us with windows where the lights shine in. It would be nice to
share design concepts with the neighbour so we can discuss further. Thanks.
We live very close to Cashman Park (on Lessard Ave), but never go to since it's similar
to Lessard park in terms of play structures. What about creating a skate park, for older
kids, to distinguish it from other local parks?
Place a new, safe play structure at the top of the hill. Build the switch back ramps on the
hill, add stairs for easy access. Plant low shrubs or plants at the top edge of the hill as a
barrier/perimeter between the hill and the play area
Some historical info more prominent than a plaque with relevant details about first
nations, Baby developments, and the neighbourhood on a large display with a
community posting board you would see in some small town centers.
Please see above. Perhaps a larger plaque with a more permanent writing and a more
complete description, similar to the plaque at the bottom of the stairs to the north and
east of this site. Please do not remove the oak tree. Perhaps a re-dedication at a later
date by Chief Larry Sault or representative would be appropriate.
Steep incline makes most of the park unusable. Terraces would help.
KEEP IT SIMPLE. THE PARK IS PRIMARILY FOR YOUNG CHIDREN.
Lookout style castle or climbing wall for kids to enjoy the view
Improve footing around swings and grasshopper. Add sandbox.
Tree house, castle, play house
It always seems to be a very under-utilized park. I think beautifying it a bit would go a
long way.
Shrubs and nice seating area
See comments above. This will be a wasted space if nothing is done to the portion on
the top of the hill. This park will no longer be built for children if there is no play structure
or greenspace that allows one to run about.
Make more shade
re-paint things add more flowers and nice plants and a staircase
New play structure - swings, slides, sandbox, climbing structures, etc.
Finding some way to install improvements that children can interact with. It’s very difficult
to keep young children entertained at this park.
Wood playground. No steel!!
large sandbox or sand (no rubber crumb)
Our children need places to play outside and a playground combined with a sitting area
provides this.
A wading pool is needed In the area
Perhaps a stairs or walkway with handrail? Natural play elements would be awesome.
Large sandbox please!!
Sand play area would be nice for small kids.
People don’t mind walking up the hill landscaping is not required. Just make the top of
the park and the play structures better and more appealing to children
Add more things for dogs
It’s the only park space in our neighbourhood for children. A play structure really needs
to be in this space.
Keep the child play area
Fenced dog park







The upper section is isolated and perfect place for workouts or boot camp style
installations. Be unique with this park. NO ONE ever comes here and residences are few
around it. Make this a destination park for people along the Humber or walking the Baby
Point loop
There are many dog owners in the area, and turning Cashman into an off leash area for
dogs would increase the usage of the park massively. Currently it is a place where
teenagers like to go to smoke weed. The park sees minimal use, basically just having a
large sand pit and a couple of swings. Since it would be cost prohibitive to make the
park accessible, turning it into an off leash dog area would be the most efficient use of
the space and maximize its use.
Remove sand pit and swing sets to allow for more leisure area.

Appendix C: Email Feedback
Email 1
Sent: September 3, 2020 2:43 PM
To: Casey Morris <Casey.Morris@toronto.ca>
Subject: Cashman Park Reno
Hello, Casey,
I see this park will be renovated. I think it would be great to add outdoor exercise type
equipment/structures to it - socially stanched of course.
Best,
[Name]
Email 2
Sent: Monday, August 24, 2020 10:52 AM
To: Alex Lavasidis <Alex.Lavasidis@toronto.ca>
Subject: Cashman Park - incorrect address on park sign
Hi Alex,
I hope that this email finds you well. I have just responded to the Cashman Park online survey,
and decided to send this email on a tangentially related issue.
The Cashman Park sign has an incorrect address! It says “53 Humbercrest Blvd.” In fact, the
correct address of the park is 4 Langmuir Crescent, as shown on this City of Toronto webpage
among others: https://www.toronto.ca/data/parks/prd/facilities/complex/1923/index.html.
(53 Humbercrest Blvd would be the address of the large strip of green area across the traffic
triangle -- just south of the house at 57 Humbercrest Blvd, and with a staircase going up to
Humbercrest Lane.)
The incorrect sign went up around 3 years ago. I contacted the General Supervisor of parks in
this ward roughly 24 months ago, if memory serves, and after she looked into this she confirmed
the error and arranged to have the sign corrected. But when the person arrived a few months
later to fix the sign, he determined that it was sufficiently bent that it should just be replaced
entirely rather than fixed. That was nearly 18 months ago.
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I had been intending to contact the General Supervisor again, and then I encountered the
Cashman Park survey. You will note that I also put this information as my response to the final
question of the survey. But I decided to also write to you in the hopes of getting a confirmation
that someone has seen this message.
Is it sufficient for me to alert you to this? Or need I also telephone Helen Sousa, who I believe is
the General Supervisor overseeing this park?
Thanks,
[Name]
Email 3
Sent: September 2, 2020 4:28 PM
To: Casey Morris <Casey.Morris@toronto.ca>
Subject: Cashman Park Improvements
Hi Casey,
I hope you are well and having a great summer. I am reaching out to you regarding the planned
improvements to Cashman Park in Toronto. My wife and I live at 3 Langmuir Crescent in the Old
Millside neighbourhood of Toronto. Our house is located directly across the street from
Cashman Park. We have a 1-year-old daughter and a dog. Considering that I have an
unobstructed view of Cashman Park from my house, I thought I might be able to provide you
with some helpful tidbits about Cashman Park as well as some constructive input on my
thoughts for enhancements to the park. I realize you are a busy person and you are about to
read a long e-mail, but I am confident you will find this information helpful.
My Commitment to Cashman Park:
I have always watched over Cashman Park as if it were an extension of my front lawn. I have
done everything from pick up other people's garbage, to paint over graffiti on the block retaining
wall, or scrub graffiti off playground equipment and benches. On a few occasions, I have even
used my leaf blower and brown bags to clean up leaves and miscellaneous debris around the
park.
In April 2019, I reached out to Graham Parsons in the Parks Department regarding my safety
concerns with the playground structure. A snow fence was immediately installed around the
playground to prevent children from climbing on the structure, but as you can imagine children
don't always listen! Once I noticed children/teens sneaking behind the snow fence to climb on
the deteriorating playground structure, I contacted Graham again in August 2019 regarding my
safety concerns and recommended the removal of the structure. At that time I reached out to
the office of Gord Perks regarding improvements to Cashman Park and was advised that the
park would be improved in the near future, but due to accessibility challenges, the City would
need to consider alternative options for the park.
A History of Vandalism and Graffiti:
I have attached photos of the previous playground structure, as well as graffiti on the block
retaining wall which I have painted over in the past. Discovering senseless acts of vandalism
can be infuriating. In the past I have heard the sound of shaking spray paint cans at night, which
is a very heartbreaking and chilling experience as I immediately realize the park is being
vandalized, again. To be completely honest with you, discovering graffiti in Cashman Park
(which I can clearly see from inside my house) has caused me so much stress that I check the
park almost every day for new acts of vandalism.
Do you know if the existing block retaining wall will be removed and replaced? If not - perhaps it
could be restored and painted a solid colour, and then obstructed with landscaping to prevent
graffiti. Over the years Cashman Park has faced repeated acts of vandalism. Please consider
this while designing the new park.
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New Playground Equipment:
We currently have a 1-year-old daughter and we hope to have another child in the near future.
As much as we would love to have a playground structure nearby, we understand that it may be
more trouble than it is worth to install a new playground at Cashman Park. I am not sure how
much input you have received about the playground specifically (or requests to install a new
one) but I can honestly say that the previous playground equipment was not used very much.
There aren't many young children in the OId Millside neighbourhood, and geographically it is a
pretty small pocket that doesn't receive much traffic. We are lucky to have Lessard Park,
Traymore Park, Magwood Park and Etienne Brulé Park all within walking distance.
I fully understand the design and accessibility challenges you are facing with respect to
installing new playground equipment in its previous location. I wanted to mention the playground
equipment underutilization aspect to you before you might propose changes to the site that may
a) involve constructing a ramp up the hill, or b) involve installing playground equipment at the
lower edge of the park. If you are considering any playground equipment at the lower edge of
the park, please bear in mind there is a downhill curve from Humbercrest Boulevard to Langmuir
Crescent and it might be dangerous to have children playing so close to the road where visibility
is limited while merging from Humbercrest Boulevard to Langmuir Crescent. I frequently see
vehicles come whizzing down that hill.
My Thoughts on Enhancements to Cashman Park:
Given the small size, location and underutilization of Cashman Park, together with the
accessibility challenges you are facing (requiring significant site removal, grading and
construction of a pathway) I personally think a feasible approach to improving Cashman Park is
to essentially enhance or restore what is currently there while installing some nice landscaping
and new benches - but I will leave that up to you.
I realize you are the expert and I will trust you to consult with community members and park
users before making any decisions, but given my unique perspective on Cashman Park, I would
like to share a few thoughts with you:
- Most park users appear to be walking a dog or briefly visiting the park to socialize, eat or read
a book. Occasionally I see young children in the playground or running around with their parents
or pets.
- The existing swing set is in decent shape. It might be nice if the current swing set could be
restored and painted.
- Remove existing playground sand and replaced with a garden, landscaping or open grass
area for children to play catch, run around or set up their own games. This would include new
benches for parents to watch their children or read a book. There is a fairly large space at the
top of the park, and I think it might be fun if that were grass (with some landscaping of course)
for families to play games or have a picnic etc.
- There is currently no working light fixture in the park. Could you please install a lamp post or
motion light for security and to also prevent acts of vandalism?
- There is a brick pathway at the back of the park which is in poor condition (by the retaining
wall). Perhaps this could be removed and replaced with grass/bushes/shrubs to block the view
of the battered retaining wall (because it is unattractive, and to prevent graffiti).
- Install new benches and landscaping at the lower edge/mid-section of the park to welcome
visitors and provide space for people who may have mobility challenges.
- Install a ramp or steps to the top of the park - it is a bit of a hike up the hill! Perhaps this could
be done at the right/east side of the park where the hill is shorter and not as steep. If this is not
possible, I understand.
- Improve existing grass by removing weeds and replacing with sod or shade seed mix etc. - the
weeds have taken over!
- Replacement of the Cashman Park Sign - it has been vandalized.
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I will not be offended if you do not use my suggestions. I realize this is a public space and you
should consider the input of all park users and community members. However, I do have a
unique perspective on Cashman Park and I hope you will find this information useful in your
work. I am happy to assist you in any way possible. If there is any opportunity for me to
volunteer my time, please let me know.
Please reach out to me if you have any questions or if there is anything I can do to help.
Sincerely,
[Name]
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Email 4
Sent: August 27, 2020 12:53 AM
To: Casey Morris <Casey.Morris@toronto.ca>
Subject: Cashman Park
Dear Casey Morris
I am sending this PowerPoint to you with the accompanying text describing the PowerPoint
content, slide by slide. I am doing so with regard to the refurbishment of Cashman Park.
It was presented in a June Webinar.
There is a great deal more information including Photos available.
Regards,
[Name]
PowerPoint text accompanying Email 4:

Slide 1
I live in a 94 year old house, on what was the Toronto Carrying Place - a 4,000 year old
aboriginal trail, and link in the trade route between the Gulf of Mexico and the North Shore
Copper mines of Lake Superior. Etienne Brule went by my door in 1615, on his way to Lake
Ontario. In 1787 the British purchased the trail from the Mississaugas as an inland route to the
Upper Great Lakes, safe from American attack. Surveyor Augustus Jones made this map in
1792. My home is near the Seneca site labelled Teiaiagon.
This Plaque, being installed on the trail in Weston, was unveiled by Carolyn King, Former Chief
of the Missisaugas of the Credit in 2011, with ceremonial prayers by Elder Gary Sault.
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Slide 2
In 1996, Gavin Miller and I inventoried 150 Aboriginal Oak trees along the first 4 kilometers of
the Carrying Place and approached the Mississaugas of the New Credit First Nation, to name
them, after ‘Tuhbenahneequay’, the daughter of Wahbanosay, their chief at the time of the 1787
Treaty purchase. Tuhbenahneequay would later act as a Guide for Surveyor Augustus Jones,
Their son, Peter Jones, named Kahkewaquonaby by his Grandfather- Wahbanosay, would
become Chief of the Mississaugas of the New Credit. He had an audience with Queen Victoria
in 1839, advocating for their land rights.
This Grove was proclaimed by Metro Chairman Alan Tonks and York Mayor Frances Nunziatta
on May 3rd, 1997.
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Slide 3
Ceremonies took place in Cashman Park, with Chief, later Grand Chief Larry Sault giving the
blessing from the Mississaugas of the New Credit and planting a Burr Oak with Chairman
Tonks. They really worked hard.

Slide 4
Here, fifteen years later, across from the National Sites and Monuments plaque for the Carrying
Place, is the tree that they planted. The then, 7 year old boy who lived nearby and watered it,
now likes to sit under it with his friends.
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Slide 5
Mid way in the Grove, stands this 25 metre tall, 300 year old Great White Oak, at a Jane bus
stop. A young tree when Alexander Henry passed it in 1765, describing his journey down the
Passage, escorted by twelve Mississaugas - it was part of the canopy when Frobisher passed it
in 1785, and Simcoe September 22nd 1793. In 1815 it witnessed Colonel Baby’s return from
being a POW of the Americans to become Upper Canada’s Minister of Finance. It saw Bloor –
Danforth become a Highway, with Street Cars, and then a Subway.
Its 10,000 year old gene pool is most viable in the face of Climate Change.
In 2009 this magnificent tree was one of the first included in the data base of the Ontario
Heritage Tree Alliance, for its size, age, beauty and role in history.
Email 5
Sent: October 31, 2020 1:14 PM
To: Casey Morris <Casey.Morris@toronto.ca>
Subject: Cashman Park
This park was so well used when the old structure was in place. I think you should put it back
to the way it was. There are so many new young children In The area.
It was a perfect spot for parents I take little ones or on the way home from school.
We live very close to the park. It is sad how quite it is now.
Bring back a playground
[Names]
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